High Wind Watches and Warnings cover a large portion of Central and Southern Wyoming. Strong wind gusts will occur ahead of a strong cold front tonight and Monday morning for places like Casper, Lander to South Pass, the Cody Foothills and the Absaroka mountains.

Strong wind gusts behind the cold front on Monday will impact Southern WY, Johnson County, Dubois to Riverton, and the northern Big Horn Basin.
Here are the latest forecasted Peak Wind Gusts from late tonight through Monday. Strong wind gusts will occur ahead and behind a strong cold front that moves through Wyoming on Monday.

Strong crosswinds will severely impact travel in some locations.
High Wind Safety Tips

- Delay your trip if possible. Extreme blow over risk for light and high profile vehicles including campers and tractor trailers.

- Check road conditions at wyoroad.info or dial 511.

- Make sure any loose items are secure including holiday decorations.

- Keep two hands on the steering wheel. Park into the wind to minimize the chances of your car door hitting another vehicle.
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High Wind Terminology

NWS Riverton Elevation Breakdown
Blue Areas Designated Mountain Areas

High Wind WATCH
Risk of high wind is possible in the near future.

High Wind WARNING
High to damaging wind is occurring, imminent or likely.

High Wind Thresholds
Mountains:
50 mph with gusts 75+

Lower Elevations:
40 mph with gusts to 58+
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